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Octashop offers end to end managed e commerce services to various companies. This IT Company
has worked with various online businesses and helps them to reach success at global level. The
services provided by this company are outstanding and further gives chance to online business to
spread and give it a makeover.

For the growth of your online business, Octashop manages all the aspects of the complete business
cycle on your behalf. It provides E commerce for e-Retail business that gives maximum output in
short period of time. Operation management is very essential which is provided by Octashop. It is
one of the important managed services.

To manage operations of ecommerce retail business is important and challenging task and at the
same time exciting one. It is very important because it is concerned with creating all the products
and services upon which your business depends. It is challenging task as the solutions that we find
need to work globally within society. Furthermore, it is exciting because itâ€™s at the centre of so many
changes which further affects the world of business.

The team of Octashop manages online businesses well at every step. From the time of the
placement of the order by the customer till the safe delivery of the product to the customer is all
taken care by the team of Octashop. However, there are certain features such as order processing,
website management, content management, logistic coordination, COD and MIS.

Order processing is an online system that allows businesses to manage orders, shipping, workflow,
dispatch and warehousing. This system further handles status updates at both sellers and buyers
end and mailers and SMS to both vendors and buyers.  Besides this, ecommerce website
management is managed by the well trained team of Octashop. Octashop team will manage your
website and provides with conventional operational links. 

Under the operation of content management, it ensures that your website remains updated. In
logistic coordination, the order which is placed by the customer is taken care by them and ensures
that it does not get misplaced and reaches on time to the customer. In MIS, the system is
centralized which ensures high level of security. All the status updates tracking of all operational
links are done here.

Overall, Octashop will provide with operations that are essential for your online business. It provides
with E Commerce platform that has services like operation management to grow your business.
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